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	2018/10/22 Braindump2go 2V0-622 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE New Updated Today! Following are some new 2V0-622

Real Exam Questions:  1.|2018 Latest 2V0-622 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 507Q&As Download:

https://www.braindump2go.com/2v0-622.html2.|2018 Latest 2V0-622 Exam Questions & Answers

Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1FKv3fqjIHZ3ff2jDLrWwg9f5zR_zfN2M?usp=sharingQUESTION 483A

vSphere Administrator would like to identify which physical NUMA node their virtual machine is currently residing on.What esxtop

metric would provide this information?A.    GST_ND[x]B.    OVD_ND[x]C.    NRMEMD.    NHNAnswer: AExplanation:

http://www.yellow-bricks.com/esxtop/QUESTION 484Which three requirements are true for the vCenter Server HA network?

(Choose three.)A.    Network latency between all nodes must be less than 10 milliseconds.B.    IP addresses for all nodes must be

static.C.    HA network IP addresses for all nodes can be on different subnets.D.    IP addresses must be on the same network as the

management network.E.    A default gateway must be configured.Answer: BCEQUESTION 485How can a vSphere administrator

ensure that two virtual machines never run on the same datastore in a datastore cluster, while permitting the VMs to be

load-balanced?A.    Use an Intra-VM Anti-Affinity Rule.B.    Configure a storage DRS VM override.C.    Disable storage DRS for

the VMs.D.    Use an Inter-VM Anti-Affinity Rule.Answer: BQUESTION 486What is the VMware-recommended way to move a

physical adapter out of Network I/O Control's scope?A.    Set the teaming policy to "Route Based on Physical NIC Load."B.    Add

the vmnic to the Net.NetNiocAllowOverCommit parameter in Advanced System Settings.C.    Add the vmnic to the

Net.IOControlPnicOptOut parameter in Advanced System Settings.D.    Move the vmnic to a different vmUplink port on the

Distributed Switch.Answer: CExplanation:

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/6.5/com.vmware.vsphere.networking.doc/GUID-5415D6EB-8383-485F-BB48-
64A2C282AFAC.htmlQUESTION 487A VM folder contains VM1 and VM2.Group A has permission to power on virtual

machines, defined on the VM folder and its children.Group B has permission to power off virtual machines, defined on the VM

folder and its children.If a user is a member of Groups A and B, what will be the user's effective permission on VM1 and VM2?A.   

Power onB.    Power off.C.    Power on and Power off.D.    Reset.Answer: CQUESTION 488Group 1 is granted console interaction

on a VM folder.User 1 is granted no console interaction on the same VM folder.What will be the outcome if User 1 tries to access

the console of a virtual machine?A.    User 1 will not be able to access the virtual machines in the VM folder.B.    User 1 will not

have access to the virtual machine console.C.    User 1 will have access to the virtual machine console.D.    User 1 will have console

access only via the vSphere Web Client.Answer: BQUESTION 489Which two statements correctly describe Normal Lockdown

Mode? (Choose two.)A.    ESXi Shell and SSH services are independent of lockdown mode.B.    In normal lockdown mode the

DCUI service is stopped.C.    ESXi Shell and SSH services are dependent of lockdown mode and cannot be configured.D.    In

normal lockdown mode the DCUI service is running.Answer: ADExplanation:

https://blogs.vmware.com/vsphere/2015/03/vsphere-6-0-lockdown-modes.htmlQUESTION 490The Health check feature in the

vSphere Distributed Switch helps troubleshoot network connectivity.What three checks does this feature perform? (Choose three.)A.

   Network UtilizationB.    MTUC.    Teaming and FailoverD.    VLANAnswer: BCD Explanation:

https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/2032878QUESTION 491Which statement is true regarding the use of VMFS3 datastores with

vSphere 6.5?A.    VMFS3 datastores can be used but not created.B.    VMFS3 datastores can be neither used nor created.C.   

VMFS3 datastores will be present but unmounted.D.    VMFS3 datastores can be created and used.Answer: AExplanation:

https://communities.vmware.com/thread/589132QUESTION 492What are the three types of nodes in a vCenterServer HA

cluster? (Choose three.)A.    MasterB.    ReplicaC.    WitnessD.    ActiveE.    PassiveAnswer: CDEExplanation:

https://www.vmware.com/content/dam/digitalmarketing/vmware/en/pdf/techpaper/vcha65-perf.pdf (5)QUESTION 493In the

Exhibit, each VM has a 1GHz non-expandable reservation.If all VMs are powered on in sequence, what would be the outcome? A.   

VM4 cannot be powered on.B.    VM5 cannot be powered on.C.    VM6 cannot be powered on.D.    VM3 cannot be powered on.

Answer: D!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2018 Latest 2V0-622 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 507Q&As Download:

https://www.braindump2go.com/2v0-622.html2.|2018 Latest 2V0-622 Study Guide Video: YouTube Video: 

YouTube.com/watch?v=xRHYLd7CFlY 
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